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Competitive compete to the best of your abilities
Competitive

compete to the best of your abilities

illegal the action of breaking any law
illegal

the action of breaking any law

physiCal using human body or human contact
physiCal

using human body or human contact

extreme doing something beyond the norm
extreme

doing something beyond the norm

humor something you find funny
humor

something you find funny

Challenging personal 
spaCe

invasion of personal area
Challenging personal spaCe

invasion of personal area



surprising unexpected event
surprising

unexpected event

Boredom Break playing with a low level of engagement
Boredom Break

playing with a low level of engagement

improvisation inventing new scenarios or strategies
improvisation

inventing new scenarios or strategies

playing without a goal playing for the sake of playing
playing without a goal

playing for the sake of playing

time and spaCe restriCtion you have a certain time or space to complete 
a task

time and spaCe restriCtion

you have a certain time or space to 
complete a task

Changes in tempo changing the speed of the task
Changes in tempo

changing the speed of the task



settle something complete a task
settle something

complete a task

variaBle different tasks or objects eg variable height 
means different heights

variaBle

different tasks or objects eg variable height 
means different heights

self-generating something that evolves by itself
self-generating

something that evolves by itself

ConstruCtive creating or building something possible
ConstruCtive

creating or building something possible

exChanging roles changing roles between players
exChanging roles

changing roles between players

tangiBle something you can touch
tangiBle

something you can touch



Creative creating something imaginative or different
Creative

creating something imaginative or different

Moral ChoiCe a choice governed by good conduct
Moral ChoiCe

a choice governed by good conduct

soCial is an opportunity for interaction between 
humans

soCial

is an opportunity for interaction between 
humans

instant setup a task or game you do not need time to 
organize to play

instant setup

a task or game you do not need time to 
organize to play

Mirroring a task you duplicate but do the opposite
Mirroring

a task you duplicate but do the opposite

CollaBorative working together to full fill a task
CollaBorative

working together to full fill a task



going on in the 
BaCkground

the background activities
going on in the BaCkground

the background activities

saBotage deliberate destruction of a task or property
saBotage

deliberate destruction of a task or property

usefulness a task or object serving a purpose
usefulness

a task or object serving a purpose

Bodily reaCtion when there is a reaction with your body
Bodily reaCtion

when there is a reaction with your body

different layer/level a change in difficulty or task
different layer/level

a change in difficulty or task

self-explaining rule task or objectives which need no explaining
self-explaining rule

task or objectives which need no explaining



pliaBle easily influenced of flexible task or object
pliaBle

easily influenced of flexible task or object

soCially Challenging neglecting the existing social structures
soCially Challenging

neglecting the existing social structures

pervasive spreading everywhere
pervasive

spreading everywhere

realistiC a task or object which mimics real life
realistiC

a task or object which mimics real life

MaliCious pleasure deliberately harmful happiness or satisfaction
MaliCious pleasure

deliberately harmful happiness or satisfaction

everyone Can ContriBute anybody can do or give something for a 
purpose

everyone Can ContriBute

anybody can do or give something 
for a purpose



spiritual/mythiCal/gothiC relating to the soul or spirit usually in contrast 
to material things

spiritual/mythiCal/gothiC

relating to the soul or spirit usually in contrast 
to material things

pedagogiC the science or profession of teaching
pedagogiC

the science or profession of teaching

Costume play the ability of changing
Costume play

the ability of changing

exCitement a feeling of great enthusiasm and eagerness
exCitement

a feeling of great enthusiasm and eagerness



Bike trail a road set aside for biking
Bike trail

a road set aside for biking

Sun Bed a device for artificial tanning by the use of 
lights

Sun Bed

a device for artificial tanning by the 
use of lights

Shower an enclosure in which a person stands under 
a spray of water to wash

Shower

an enclosure in which a person 
stands under a spray of water 

to wash

in the car road vehicle typically with four wheels able to 
carry a small number of people

in the car

road vehicle typically with four 
wheels able to carry a small number 

of people

roof the structure forming the upper covering of a 
building or vehicle

roof

the structure forming the upper 
covering of a building or vehicle

Bar an establishment where alcohol and other 
refreshments are served

Bar

an establishment where alcohol and 
other refreshments are served



hairdreSSer a place where you can have your hair cut and 
styled

hairdreSSer

a place where you can have your 
hair cut and styled

café a small restaurant selling light meals and 
drinks

café

a small restaurant selling light 
meals and drinks

Kitchen a room or area where food is prepared and 
cooked

Kitchen

a room or area where food is 
prepared and cooked

MoBile hoMe house trailer that can be transported after a 
normal car

MoBile hoMe

house trailer that can be 
transported after a normal car

conference rooM room used for formal meetings and discussion
conference rooM

room used for formal meetings 
and discussion

BedrooM a room for sleeping in
BedrooM

a room for sleeping in



train a series of railroad cars moved as a unit by a 
locomotive

train

a series of railroad cars moved as a 
unit by a locomotive

Beach a pebbly or sandy shore usually by the ocean
Beach

a pebbly or sandy shore usually 
by the ocean

GraSS patch small area with grass
GraSS patch

small area with grass

SwiMMinG pool a public swimming pool indoors
SwiMMinG pool

a public swimming pool indoors

chanGe rooM room used for sampling clothes before buying 
them

chanGe rooM

room used for sampling clothes 
before buying them

waitinG rooM room used for sitting or standing while you 
wait

waitinG rooM

room used for sitting or standing 
while you wait



BreakfaSt taBle table with a breakfast setting in the morning
BreakfaSt taBle

table with a breakfast setting in 
the morning

Ski lift a system used to transport skiers up a slope 
to the top of a run

Ski lift

a system used to transport skiers up 
a slope to the top of a run

dentiSt’S chair chair where the patient is sitting while being 
treated by the dentist

dentiSt’S chair

chair where the patient is sitting 
while being treated by the dentist

outSide toilet small room outside with a toilet
outSide toilet

small room outside with a toilet

train Station stopping place on a railroad line with a 
platform

train Station

stopping place on a railroad line 
with a platform

WardroBe a large tall cabinet in which clothes may be 
hung or stored

WardroBe

a large tall cabinet in which clothes 
may be hung or stored



under the coverS doing something and trying to hide it
under the coverS

doing something and trying 
to hide it

office deSk a table in an office used to work on
office deSk

a table in an office used to work on

Street a wide way with a specially prepared surface 
that vehicle can use

Street

a wide way with a specially 
prepared surface that vehicle 

can use

piece of art expression or application of human creative 
skill and imagination

piece of art

expression or application of human 
creative skill and imagination

Shop a building or part of a building where goods 
or services are sold

Shop

a building or part of a building 
where goods or services are sold

church a building used for public christian worship
church

a building used for public christian 
worship



MuSeuM a building in which objects of historical 
interest are stored and exhibited

MuSeuM

a building in which objects of 
historical interest are stored and 

exhibited

cineMa a movie theater
cineMa

a movie theater

PlayGround an outdoor area provided for children to play 
on

PlayGround

an outdoor area provided for 
children to play on

Wall a side of a building typically forming part of 
the building’s structure

Wall

a side of a building typically 
forming part of the building’s 

structure

rockinG chair a chair capable of rocking back and forth
rockinG chair

a chair capable of rocking back 
and forth

The ceilinG the upper interior surface of a room or other 
similar compartment

The ceilinG

the upper interior surface of a room 
or other similar compartment



BridGe something that makes a physical connection 
between two things

BridGe

something that makes a physical 
connection between two things

BuS a large motor vehicle carrying passengers by 
road

BuS

a large motor vehicle carrying 
passengers by road

Boat a small vessel propelled on water by oars sails 
or an engine

Boat

a small vessel propelled on water 
by oars sails or an engine

GyMnaSiuM a room or building equipped for gymnastics 
and physical exercise

GyMnaSiuM

a room or building equipped for 
gymnastics and physical exercise

Pool an artificial pool for swimming in
Pool

an artificial pool for swimming in

reStaurant where people pay to sit and eat meals that 
are cooked and served

reStaurant

where people pay to sit and eat 
meals that are cooked and served



BuS Stop a place where a bus regularly stops typically 
marked by a sign

BuS Stop

a place where a bus regularly stops 
typically marked by a sign

ice rink an enclosed area of ice for eg skating or ice 
hockey

ice rink

an enclosed area of ice for eg 
skating or ice hockey

airport a complex of runways for different aircrafts
airport

a complex of runways for different 
aircrafts

ForeSt a large area covered chiefly with trees and 
undergrowth

ForeSt

a large area covered chiefly with 
trees and undergrowth

ikea furniture warehouse chain founded in sweden
ikea

furniture warehouse chain founded 
in sweden

McdonaldS worldwide restaurant chain mainly selling 
hamburgers

McdonaldS

worldwide restaurant chain mainly 
selling hamburgers



liBrary a building or room containing collections of 
books and media

liBrary

a building or room containing 
collections of books and media

CluB a nightclub playing fashionable dance music
CluB

a nightclub playing fashionable 
dance music

WorkShop a room or building in which goods are 
manufactured or repaired

WorkShop

a room or building in which goods 
are manufactured or repaired



Force Feedback

device for applying forces in respond

Force Feedback device for applying forces in respond

InFra-red

short range communication needs line of sight 
low bandwidth

InFra-red short range communication needs line of sight 
low bandwidth

Laser

concentrated light beam high level of precision

Laser concentrated light beam high level of 
precision

augmented reaLIty

a digital layer for information about reality

augmented reaLIty a digital layer for information about reality

VIrtuaL reaLIty

immersive digital world or e-world

VIrtuaL reaLIty immersive digital world or e-world

morse code

guided language consisting of short and long 
transmissions

morse code guided language consisting of short and long 
transmissions



Face recognItIon

device to recognize key points on a face in 
order to identify the face

Face recognItIon device to recognize key points on a face in 
order to identify the face

tactILe Feedback

a device that will provide information at the 
sense of touch

tactILe Feedback a device that will provide information at the 
sense of touch

eeg

a device to measure electrical impulses 
from the brain

eeg a device to measure electrical impulses from 
the brain

ekg

device to measure electronic impulses 
from the heart

ekg device to measure electronic impulses from 
the heart

bLuetooth

low bandwidth wireless networking between eg 
laptops or mobile phones

bLuetooth low bandwidth wireless networking between 
eg laptops or mobile phones

barcodes

a machine-readable representation of 
information on a surface

barcodes a machine-readable representation of 
information on a surface



LIght emIttIng dIode (Led)

a special type of semiconductor diode

LIght emIttIng dIode (Led) a special type of semiconductor diode

LIquId crystaL dIspLays (Lcd)

flat display device with pixels arrayed in front 
of a light source

LIquId crystaL dIspLays 
(Lcd)

flat display device with pixels arrayed in front 
of a light source

head mounted dIspLays 

display device that presents video information 
in front of the eyes

head mounted dIspLays 
(hmd)

display device that presents video information 
in front of the eyes

mIcrocontroLLers

computer-on-a-chip used to control 
electronic devices

mIcrocontroLLers computer-on-a-chip used to control electronic 
devices

remote controLs

electronic device used for the remote operation 
of a machine

remote controLs electronic device used for the remote 
operation of a machine

aLL projectIon Is FrontaL

the picture of the projection limits the viewer 
to a given place

aLL projectIon Is FrontaL the picture of the projection limits the viewer 
to a given place



step meter

pedometer is a device which counts each step 
a person makes

step meter pedometer is a device which counts each step 
a person makes

LIght meter

a device used to measure the intensity of light

LIght meter a device used to measure the intensity of light

mIcrophone/sound sensor

a transducer that converts sound into an 
electrical signal

mIcrophone/sound sensor a transducer that converts sound into an 
electrical signal

dIstance detector

measures the distance between two points

dIstance detector measures the distance between two points

motIon detector

device that transforms the detection of motion 
into an electric signal

motIon detector device that transforms the detection of 
motion into an electric signal

puLse detector

measures how fast a person’s heart beats

puLse detector measures how fast a person’s heart beats



Fragrance

also called odour or smell

Fragrance also called odour or smell

gps

the global positioning system can determine 
one’s precise location

gps the global positioning system can determine 
one’s precise location

computer VIsIon

methods which allow computers to 
“understand” image content

computer VIsIon methods which allow computers to 
“understand” image content

FIngerprInts reader

a device that reads the pattern of ridges on the 
pad of a human finger

FIngerprInts reader a device that reads the pattern of ridges on 
the pad of a human finger

BaLance

used to accurately measure the mass 
of an object

BaLance used to accurately measure the mass of an 
object

VoIce recognItIon

allow computers with a sound input to interpret 
human speech

VoIce recognItIon allow computers with a sound input to 
interpret human speech



Heat/coLd

a form of temperature sensor used in electronic 
equipment

Heat/coLd a form of temperature sensor used in 
electronic equipment

Hygrometer

instruments used for measuring humidity

Hygrometer instruments used for measuring humidity

HaIr

a filamentous outgrowth of the skin found 
only in mammals

HaIr a filamentous outgrowth of the skin found 
only in mammals

moVement recognItIon

a device that detects movement via sensors

moVement recognItIon a device that detects movement via sensors

com-radIo

walkie-talkie a radio where you push to talk

com-radIo walkie-talkie a radio where you push to talk

SmS

permits the sending of short messages or text 
messages on mobile phones

SmS permits the sending of short messages or text 
messages on mobile phones



mms

send and receive multimedia messages with 
mobile phones

mms send and receive multimedia messages with 
mobile phones

numbers

originally was a count or a measurement

numbers originally was a count or a measurement

aLphabet

a complete standardized set of letters — basic 
written symbols

aLphabet a complete standardized set of letters — 
basic written symbols

e-maIL

a method of eg sending messages over 
electronic communication systems

e-maIL a method of eg sending messages over 
electronic communication systems

chat

a casual conversation but among 
computer users

chat a casual conversation but among computer 
users

skIn conductIVIty

electrical conduction where sweat is more 
conductive than dry skin

skIn conductIVIty electrical conduction where sweat is more 
conductive than dry skin



actuator

component which transfers an electrical signal 
to a mechanical act

actuator component which transfers an electrical signal 
to a mechanical act

socket

designates a cavity or region used for 
connecting some specific device

socket designates a cavity or region used for 
connecting some specific device

Loudspeaker

an electromechanical transducer which converts 
electrical signal into sound

Loudspeaker an electromechanical transducer which 
converts electrical signal into sound

rIngIng sIgnaL

a ringing signal is a telephony signal that tells 
the user of an incoming call

rIngIng sIgnaL a ringing signal is a telephony signal that tells 
the user of an incoming call

engIne

provides a force of movement from some 
kind of energy

engIne provides a force of movement from some kind 
of energy

Megaphone

a device that is used to amplify a person’s 
voice in a direction

Megaphone a device that is used to amplify a person’s 
voice in a direction



hourgLass

also known as a sandglass is a device for the 
measurement of time

hourgLass also known as a sandglass is a device for the 
measurement of time

LIght

light is electromagnetic radiation with a 
wavelength visible to the eye

LIght light is electromagnetic radiation with a 
wavelength visible to the eye

eLectrIcIty

a property of matter that results from the 
presence of electric charge

eLectrIcIty a property of matter that results from the 
presence of electric charge

rFId tags

are able to receive and respond to radio-
frequency queries

rFId tags are able to receive and respond to radio-
frequency queries

uLtra sound sensors

a device for detection and measurement 
of ultrasound

uLtra sound sensors a device for detection and measurement of 
ultrasound

temperature sensors

a way to guide you through a game 
heat=close cold=far

temperature sensors a way to guide you through a game 
heat=close cold=far



Bend sensors

a type of resistor composed of tiny patches 
of carbon

Bend sensors a type of resistor composed of tiny patches of 
carbon

acceLerometers

a device for measuring acceleration

acceLerometers a device for measuring acceleration

capacItIVe proxImIty

measures the bioelectricity of material good for 
sorting and position finding

capacItIVe proxImIty
sensors

measures the bioelectricity of material good 
for sorting and position finding

pressure sensors

device that measures pressure

pressure sensors device that measures pressure

FLow meters

a device that measures how much liquid is 
flowing through a tube

FLow meters a device that measures how much liquid is 
flowing through a tube

compressIon sensors

a device that senses how much an object 
compresses

compressIon sensors a device that senses how much an object 
compresses



doppLer radar

uses the doppler effect to return information 
from a radar system

doppLer radar uses the doppler effect to return information 
from a radar system

MagnetIc sensors

detect changes or disturbances in magnetic 
fields. used in alarm systems

MagnetIc sensors detect changes or disturbances in magnetic 
fields. used in alarm systems

gsM

global system for mobile communications

gsM global system for mobile communications

gprs

general packet radio service is a data service for 
phones with gsm

gprs general packet radio service is a data service 
for phones with gsm

UMts/3g

a third-generation mobile phone technology

UMts/3g a third-generation mobile phone technology

WLan

a wireless local area network that uses radio 
waves as its carrier

WLan a wireless local area network that uses radio 
waves as its carrier


